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The Australian Society of Exploration Geophysicists is a non-profit company founded in 1970. Our
aims are to promote the science of geophysics, and specifically exploration geophysics, throughout
Australia, to foster fellowship and co-operation between geophysicists, to encourage closer
understanding and co-operation with other earth scientists and to assist in design and teaching of
courses in geophysics and to sponsor student sections where appropriate

The ASEG celebrates Diversity in Geoscience. We are committed to diversity, inclusion and antidiscrimination through respect and appreciation of what makes our membership so varied in terms
of gender, age, ethnicity, disability, education, national origin and other areas. We strive to be
inclusive and diverse, with a real strength in bringing new ideas, new thinking and innovation into
our member forums and ASEG conventions. The conferences the ASEG organises and runs strive
to be free from prejudice of any kind and are places where great innovations and shared learnings
are realised.

The ASEG acknowledges the Traditional Owners of the land on which we gather today,
and the many lands on which we undertake our work.
We recognize their continuing connection to these lands, water and culture and pay our
respects to their Elders past and present.

Acknowledgement of Country
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Just releasedVolunteer Almanac
2021- ensuring
that all volunteers
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and allowing better
record retention.
Follow the QR code
to download
12/10/2021

2021 ASEG Council meeting – Treasurer’s report
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And what have we been up
to?
We have…

Developed a strategic action plan
• The President visited President-Elect in Brisbane
where they applied business canvas model to
ASEG and commenced development of Strategic
action plan to complement existing 2018-2023
Strategy
• Built upon by FedEx in three 2-hour virtual
strategy sessions.
• A summary of the 2021-2024 Strategic Action
plan can be found in the members-only section
of the website.
The 30 actions in the plan focus on:
1. Improving the volunteer experience
2. Understanding and communicating the identity
of the ASEG in its 50th year
3. Creating, articulating, and delivering exceptional
member value and satisfaction
4. Creating a sustainable model for the ASEG to
support another 50 years

Begun to consider ASEG’s
role in the transition to a
net-zero future
• Hosted a panel session
• Developing an energy transition
webinar series
• Looking to host a workshop in Q4
2022

Andrew Long- new
Energy Transition role for
ASEG
13/04/2022

ASEG Panel Session: Challenges and opportunities for
geophysics
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Supported new organisations that promote geoscience

ASEG have sponsored inaugural festival.
Co-founders Prof Iain Stewart and Assoc.
Prof Heather Handley presented an ASEG
webinar
13/04/2022

ASEG advertisements will feature on
exploration geoscience podcast Exploration
Radio
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Maintained
and
built
on
existing
relationships
• Hosted the virtual SEG DISC with
Dave Monk:

Survey Design and Seismic
Acquisition for Land, Marine, and In-between in
Light of New Technology and Techniques

• Strengthened relationships with SEG
Asia-Pacific and secured ASEG
member discount to workshops
•
•

Geophysics in Geothermal Energy
International conference on Engineering
Geophysics

• Promoted NExUS exploration under
cover school and in turn ASEG
members received discount to attend
workshops
• Gave a welcome address for SEGJ
conference
• Reciprocal advertising relationship
for Latin Geophysics Explore
conference
• 2 ASEG volunteers attended virtual
EAGE given nobody could attend inperson
• Continued to represent ASEG at AGC
13/04/2022
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Co-hosted the 3rd AEGC
• ASEG Co-chair Eric Battig
• 449 registrants, 29 international.
Content on-demand for 3
months. 47 students, 35 either
ECR or retired. 1428 visits to
exhibitors, 130 talks
• Conference was postponed 6
months, then changed to hybrid
then to virtual
• ASEG supported 10 students to
attend the AEGC virtually
• ASEG communications
committee worked hard to
promote the conference

Supported members through a difficult pandemic year

• Outreach on RUOK day
• Care packages for
members in extended
lockdown
• Virtual social events
• Webinars as usual

13/04/2022
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Held our first virtual Honours and Awards Ceremony
Very successful thanks to hard work of Andrew Mutton (Honours and Awards
Chair) and H&A committee

Presented some Honours and Awards to very worthy recipients
Congratulations to all of the recipients!
ASEG GOLD Medal 2021: Malcolm Cattach
ASEG 50th Anniversary Special Award: Katherine McKenna, Mark Lackie
Lindsay Ingall Memorial Award: Doug Morrison
Grahame Sands Award: Lesley Wyborn
Early Achievement Award: Stanislav Glubokovskikh
Shanti Rajagopalan Memorial Award:
(Highly Commended in 2021) Xiuyan Ren, Blair McKenzie
(2021 Winner) Joel Kumwenda
Richard Lane Scholarship: Zak Weidinger
ASEG Service Medal: Danny Burns
ASEG Service Certificate: Fiona Duncan
ASEG Honorary Membership: Greg Street, Henk van Paridon.
The recording of the event is available on our ASEG YouTube channel
youtube.com/ASEGvideos

Supported the ASEG Research Foundation

•
•
•
•
•

Chair: Phil Harman
27 members
3 new projects supported 2021
3 new projects supported 2020
Launched the inaugural Richard Lane Scholarship

Performed our due diligence..
• Renewed professional secretariat contract: The Association
Specialists until 2023
• Proposed constitution updates to conform to ASIC director
definitions
• Adopted a new Code of Conduct
• Converted meeting management to use OurCatHerder
• Investigated website and member database options to future-safe
our website and member information
13/04/2022
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Updates from the
Committees

13/04/2022
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Web Committee
 Chaired by Ian James
 Sessions increased by 23%, 29 297 sessions in the
year, in the last year compared, users up 19% to
17992
 Preview is our most popular page, followed by Events
 Books are popular- coming in at 5th and 7th most
popular pages on the website
 Exploration Geophysics and its predecessor ASEG
Bulletin are all available as PDFs on the ASEG website
 Another workshop online (MAG21)
 417 followers on our YouTube channel
 52 ASEG webinars have been held in 2 years since they
commenced, 17 in the last year
 YouTube had 7116 views in the last year, 18617 since it
went up
 Subscriptions up 5.5%, shares up 128.8%

Membership Committee
• Chaired by Suzanne Haydon
• Corporate prospectus updated
• Promising trend with membership numbers this year
• Started using SMS reminders for members who forget to renew

Publications Committee
• Chaired by Ted Tyne
• ASEG and AEGC Conference Extended
Abstracts
• ASEG Extended Abstracts Digital Library (1987 2021) is now available free-online via the
T&F ASEG Extended Abstract site and the ASEG
website
• ASEG Special Publication 2021
• Measuring Terrestrial Magnetism - W. D. (Doug)
Morrison
• Published by the ASEG and Co-Sponsored by
Geoscience Australia and the ASEG

Publication- Exploration Geophysics
• Chief Editor: Mark Lackie
• Celebrating 52nd Year, now international in scope
• Published online bi-monthly on behalf of the ASEG, SEGJ and KSEG by
ASEG Publisher, Taylor & Francis (T&F)
• Chief Editor EG, Editors for SEGJ and KSEG and large number of
Associate Editors and Reviewers are working successfully with T&F
publication workflow - production and online publication of
2022 Exploration Geophysics on schedule
• Exploration Geophysics 2022 Volume 53 Issue 1 and 2 now available on
T&F and ASEG websites exclusively for Members and institutional
subscribers
• T&F ASEG Exploration Geophysics online digital library receives more
than 100,000 read/downloads annually
• Exploration Geophysics Digital Library (1970 - 2022) Vol 1 to Vol 52 now
also available exclusively for ASEG Members on ASEG website
• Special Issues of Exploration Geophysics planned for 2023:
• "High Resolution Geophysics and Non-Destructive Testing for
Archaeology and Monumental Heritage" &
• "Lithospheric to deposit scale magnetotellurics advancements including
AusLAMP in Australia”

Publications- Preview
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Editor: Lisa Worrall, Assistant Editor: Theo Aravanis
Preview, celebrating 36 Years, with a global readership
Preview is published open access bi-monthly by ASEG
Publisher T&F
Preview Editor and Associate Editors have been delivering
outstanding issues for past eight years with a wide range
of feature articles of interest to exploration geophysicists
and the broader resources sector
Preview is our Society’s widely-regarded flagship
magazine and our frontline rich-content communications
channel with our Membership, the broader resources
industry, governments, universities, earth science
research/teaching & CSIRO and CRC institutes as well as
public interest earth science groups and the Australian
community.
Preview publishes the latest ASEG activities, initiatives,
Branch news and event information as well as news and
views relevant to exploration geophysicists and the
broader mineral and energy sectors, environmental and
geo-hazard areas
Preview is the only Australian publication with
comprehensive up-to-date details of National and
State/territory Geological Survey and Government
exploration initiatives, geophysical survey coverages and

Education Committee
• Chaired by Kate Selway
• Defined strategic priorities for the ASEG Education
Committee as:
 Facilitating the provision of continuing education
to ASEG members
o This then was transferred to the Professional
Development committee once it was
reinvigorated
 Encouraging school kids to study geophysics
o After liaising with Australian Earth Science
Education on successful strategies, we have
begun developing geophysics content that
fits within the school curriculum for easy
uptake by teachers.
o Once this content is developed and in place,
we hope ASEG members will be involved in
school visits to present relevant techniques
and examples.
 Supporting universities to teach geophysics
o Set up annual survey of geophysics teaching
in Australian universities to track changes in
offerings
• Organising the first ASEG geophysics field camp,
planned for September 2022, which will provide
training in geophysics field techniques for late
undergraduate and postgraduate students and

Diversity Committee
• Chaired by Emma Brand
• Established the Diversity Committee with approval of the FedEx at the June 2021
Federal Executive Meeting
• The approved objectives of the committee are to:
• Establish a baseline of diversity and inclusion data for the ASEG
• Develop a 3-Year Plan that will ensure delivery of the ASEG’s commitment to
diversity and inclusion
• The committee is actively sourcing current research and literature on the approaches
to building a diversity and inclusion plan
• ASEG specific Acknowledgement of Country has been established

Communications Committee
•

Chaired by Mosayeb Khademi Zahedi

•

Increased committee numbers

•

Developed standard templates to improve visual appeal and consistency of social media posts

•

Increased our reach and interaction with our audience

•

Promotion of the AEGC 2021 conference

•

Regular publication of ASEG Newsletter and added a new list with all past Member Spotlights in one place

•

Communication and promotion of geophysics through adverts on events, webinars and grants

•

Advertising the publication of Preview and Exploration Geophysics

•

Promotion of state branch activities to ensure their events / news is elevated and supported

•

Promotion of the young professionals network, trivia nights and the ASEG general events

•

Spotlight on volunteers and award winners through social media, Preview and newsletters

•

Promotion of corporate members
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History Committee
• Chaired by Roger Henderson
• Record the history of ASEG members with oral interviews and written histories.
• Oral interviews have been conducted to date with Lindsay Thomas, Phil Harmon, and Ken
McCracken. Recently, interviews of 12 senior citizens of WA were videoed and 120 Gb of
recording is being edited. All will be available on the History website.
• Recently added to the recollections of prominent members site is the very detailed and
colourful career of Patrick Cunneen.
• Develop the milestones of Australia exploration, by methods; electrical, magnetics, seismic, etc.,
and each management allocated to specific committee members. Recently, airborne magnetic
milestones were added from Doug Morrison's book, Measuring Terrestrial Magnetism.
• Submit to Preview, regular articles and Letters to the Editor of historical interest.
• Maintain current on the History site, the virtual equipment museum and digital photo archive (the
latter recently incorporating Lew Richardson - 1920s).
• Regularly report new developments and proposed new projects to the 48 members currently on
the mailing list.

Young Professionals Special Interest Group
• Chaired by Jarrod Dunne
• Refresh database of YPs and volunteer mentors
• Setup webmail enabling more efficient communication with YPs
• Supported AEGC YP initiatives
Next:
• Try again to install state reps and establish regular communication
• Remote mentoring program
• Encourage each state to hold at least one YP event each year

Technical Standards Committee
•
•
•

Chaired by Tim Keeping
Letter by Kim Frankcombe and David Pratt sent to JORC requesting consideration of Geophysics works be signed by
suitable experts
In alignment with JORC, intention to produce general ASEG survey reporting guidelines

Professional Development Committee
•
•
•
•
•

Chaired by Kate Brand
Only recently re-invigorated, how has 3 members
First OzStep to be held later this year, more to come
Hosting of webinars including energy transition webinars
Looking to host geophysics for energy transition workshop

Near Surface Special Interest Group
•
•

Chaired by David Annetts then Michael Hatch
Looking to reinvigorate

International Committee
•

Inactive, volunteers welcome

Thank you – outgoing Federal Executive

Dr Ted Tyne

Dr David Annetts

Dr Kate Selway

